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Provider® ASC Automates Processes and Workflows for Ambulatory Surgery
Centers and Clinics
IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 25 – Niles, IL - - As Ambulatory Surgery Centers (ASC) and
clinics are becoming main deliveries of healthcare, facilities must
optimize their workflows to provide a safer and more efficient
healthcare experience. The ASC/Clinic functionality of Provider
Nurse Call supports facilities in these endeavors by eliminating
manual processes while giving clinicians a complete view of which
rooms have patients, who has been waiting the longest, and where
each clinician is needed next.
The traditional, manual clinic flag system can't automate processes
as they can't display how long a patient has been waiting or
automatically remind the provider who is next to be seen. Using the Provider ASC System creates a digital
visibility and typical clinic workflows and patient statuses are now automated and tracked electronically. The
facility-wide information includes patients waiting to be seen, room status, where clinicians are needed next,
and even automated procedure timers and reminders.
Provider ASC/Clinic features include:





Clinician sequencing; showing each clinician which patient they need to see next and how long they
have been waiting
Managing multiple events (patient present, clinician present, clinician needed) for each exam/procedure
room at the same time; each clinician has their own unique color indicator
Viewing room, patient, and clinician status from the dome light outside each room, wall-mounted
touchscreen displays, and from any PC on the network
One-touch alerts of urgent events to other team members along with voice communication

Sean Doherty, National Sales Manager for Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. remarks that, "Most ASCs and
Clinics are reimagining their patient flow to begin seamlessly and perhaps even before the patient reaches the
office. Automatic rooming and sequencing can be done with less footprint than ever. Provider ASC is replacing
antiquated flag systems to track processes, patients, and providers. Changing to an automated system is the
easiest thing that can be done for patient safety and create less risks during these crisis times."
Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. is the leading manufacturer for Provider Nurse Call Systems. Their flagship
system uses VoIP technology and digital full duplex intercoms ensures clear communications throughout
facilities large and small, including ASCs and clinics. The flexibility of the system allows facilities to choose
options and integrations to best meet their unique applications to drive better patient experiences and
streamline caregiver workflow processes. For more information, please go to: Provider ASC System.

ABOUT JERON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC: A leader in communications systems for the healthcare and
life safety industries, Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. is the engineering and manufacturing force behind
Provider Nurse Call and Pro-Alert Area of Rescue Systems. Jeron products are engineered and manufactured
in the USA. For more information please visit, https://jeron.com/jeron-contacts/

